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Abstract: The contemporary understanding that heritage comprises the whole bio and geosphere,
due to the direct or indirect anthropic impact all over the planet, allows for a global understanding
of heritage that pervades all domains of sustainability research. The current debate on the so‐called
Anthropocene calls for revisiting past strategies of humans‐environment disruptive episodes, in
order to better understand the global implications of everyday actions and the wider implications
of the interactions between technology and sociocultural structure. This paper discusses how low
demographic density territories may offer the best examples of integrated responses, engaging
geosciences as a backbone for interaction with tourism, technology, or societal strategies.
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1. Introduction
The contemporary understanding that heritage comprises the whole bio and geosphere, due to
its direct or indirect anthropic impact all over the planet, allows for a global understanding of heritage
that pervades all domains of sustainability research [1].
The traditional dichotomy between “natural” and “cultural” heritage has been continuously
challenged by a combination of three factors: an awareness that the perception of territories is always
culturally framed, natural landscapes being a cultural perception themselves, which relates to the
artificial segregation of the human from the wild; the recognition that not only the whole planet has
been anthropized through contamination features (radiations, residues, etc.) but that even alleged
“natural” features such as the Amazonian rain forest have been manipulated by human agents for
centuries or millennia; the great acceleration processes and the resulting understanding of the
integration of all variables and drivers, rendering useless the mentioned dichotomy [2].
An integrated approach to sustainability, increasingly understood through international
conventions, despite its advances (namely, the recognition of human agency, in title of the final
document of the Rio + 20 summit) [3], remains largely caught by the epistemological mistake of the
original concept of sustainability, segregating economy from society and largely ignoring the cultural
variables for agency [4].
Nevertheless, the current debate on the so‐called Anthropocene calls for revisiting past strategies
of humans‐environment disruptive episodes, in order to better understand the global implications of
everyday actions and the wider implications of the interactions between technology and sociocultural
structure. Anthropogenic evidence is the core of heritage, and its assessment allows tracing processes
in terms of landscape management, illustrating how concepts like “land‐use” or “resource
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exploitation” emerge from a utilitarian solutions‐oriented approach, whereas concepts like
“resilience” or “sustainability” are embedded in a dilemmas‐facing approach, which encompasses
problems but frames them within longer‐term reasoning and foresight [5].
This is the relevance of heritage at large and of geo‐heritage in particular: a cultural
understanding of past equilibriums, and disruptions, as compounds of resources, technology,
logistics, and sociocultural processes. This has relevant consequences for current global challenges,
as in the case of low demographic density territories, i.e., those in which a third of the world
population still lives, corresponding to over 95% of the lithosphere.
2. Past Strategies between Adaptation and Transformation
Whereas shared myths and performed rites serve the purpose of consolidating the identity of
given human groups and their connection with given territories, also structuring a sense of coherence
between the two (i.e., a cultural landscape), heritage, and, namely, tangible heritage, remains as a set
of landmarks that organize the perception of territories as anthropic features [6].
Cultural heritage features were originally conceived as witnessing “major achievements” from
the past, be those of a local, national, or global scope. A focus on aesthetic and also ethical dimensions
related to heritage has been, and in legal documents still remains, the driving concern when heritage
management is concerned. However, these features were generated through complex past processes
with socio‐economic, technological, and environmental dimensions, i.e., they stand as fossil remains
from past human strategies, as well as witnessing their trends: adaptive, transformative, or, on
occasions, one of denial of contextual challenges. Moreover, heritage from the past recalls the
adaptive success of past cultures, but often it also indicates how past cultures and civilizations
became extinct, i.e., how they ceased to be sustainable [7]. In contemporary societies, heritage
organizes the territories, allowing them to become living cultural landscapes in transformation,
acting as the invariants within them: the component which, remaining unchanged, allows for the
consideration of a continuity between past, present, and future
The extension of the concept of heritage to whole landscapes, virtually merging the anthropic
and the natural features, results from the acceleration of the globalization process: since sustainability
is now understood as a total phenomenon, implying all variables at the scale of the planet, the
segregation between the cultural and the natural tends to cease. A similar process occurred in the
previous main acceleration process in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, and was expressed
through the philosophical understanding of humans as part of nature. The current acceleration [8]
rendered more evident the role of human agency [9] and thus tends to support the cultural dimension
of the understanding of any given natural feature, but in a sense, it is the same merging process,
initiated over 200 years ago but interrupted by the first wave of human sciences segregation [10].
For the purpose of the present paper, we consider that the relevance of heritage for
understanding the implications of sustainability is based on its role of invariance, i.e., in shaping and
defining the approaches of society to global challenges. The concept of geo‐park, for instance, is an
expression of the merger between the natural and the anthropic, and stands as an example of how
science education has also this specific responsibility in contemporary society: to acknowledge the
relevance of human cultural different perceptions in understanding reality, but also to demonstrate
that within this there is room for science, refusing any form of absolute relativism and anti‐scientific
reasoning.
Archaeological research, particularly when discussing major transition periods, has long
focused on climatic and related environmental changes to assess to what extent these might have
triggered, or at least conditioned, human past behavior and adaptations [11]. As an example, research
undertaken in the most recent decades has allowed for the tracing of a relation between climatic
oscillations, namely, the 8.2 ka dry and cold event during the transition to farming societies [12], but
also later dry and warmer oscillations that coincide with relevant farming expansions, or even
attempts to relate the rise and decay of the Roman Empire to milder and dryer conditions, or to
establish a link between the little ice age and several socio‐political episodes in the modern era [13,14].
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While some of humanity’s past strategies may be primarily perceived as strategic adaptations to
contextual climatic or environmental changes (this is the case for the various Mesolithic groups’
strategies, including the first farming attempts following the 8.2 ka event), some others suggest major
transformative strategies, such as the emergence of complex proto‐state societies in the
Mediterranean (following the 5.9 ka dry and warm event which led to the expansion of the Sahara),
or the Renaissance and modern era (associated with the little ice age) [15].
The interpretation of the complex relations between human agency and climatic and
environmental features is largely open to debate. Nevertheless, at least in the Holocene, it seems that
when Bond events follow previous longer milder periods, they tend to precipitate the collapse of
previous adaptive and stable strategies. This was the case with the 8.2 ka event after the climatic
optimum (disrupting successful Mesolithic and early Neolithic strategies based on abundant
resources), the 5.9 ka event after the warmer previous sequence (disrupting the later Neolithic trade
systems), the 4.2 ka event (precipitating the collapse of the Egyptian old kingdom and related main
state societies), and the 1.4 ka event (condemning later attempts to reconstruct the Roman Empire).
Nevertheless, considering the relationship between these episodes and human strategies, it may also
be argued that dryer and often cold brief oscillations, while disrupting existing systems, also trigger
innovative new strategies, which on occasion become transformative when warmer periods succeed:
the Neolithic acceleration after the 7.6 ka oscillation, the Chalcolithic complex farming societies after
the 5.9 ka event, the Roman warm period, the medieval warm period, and, perhaps, the current
warming period.
In any case, the study and discussion of past climatic events and related human strategies is of
fundamental relevance, since this is a debate on past sustainable vs. non‐sustainable adaptive
responses to contextual changes [16,17], and in this respect the merger of the notions of natural and
cultural heritage, embedding the understanding of past climatic events and sustainable human
strategies, becomes a major component of contemporary debates on strategies to cope with perceived
changes, also helping to distinguishing between events, episodes, and stages or eras, and between
specific human systems disruption and the wider collapse of humanity. Reintroducing a solid
scientific dimension into the debates prevents one from falling into superficial and non‐rigorous
statements that block enduring new strategies.
Such a scientific approach, making full use of the contribution of geosciences as a driver to assess
contextual modifications and of human sciences to assess patterns of human behavior, also allows
one to focus not only on a limited number of immediate challenges (e.g., the large cities) but to
consider at all stages the mid‐ and long‐term implications of these challenges and, moreover, their
wider territorial contexts (which relate to migrations, re‐designing borders, assessing low
demographic density territories, etc.) [18].
3. From Practices to Concepts
The second most relevant layer or reasoning to consider relates to the understanding of the unity
of the human species, which is far from being culturally embedded in the various ethnic traditions
but became the main side‐product of globalization. The global integration of regional economies from
the dawn of triangular trade in modernity and the enhancement of energy supply systems from the
industrial revolution and the further acceleration enabled by the global bio‐technological nano
integrative processes generated a matrix of interdependencies that challenge any attempt to pursue
isolated cultural performances and fostered the notion of the human as a common identity across all
specific cultures [19]. This, of course, is of major relevance to sustainability, since global sustainability
requires coordinated planetary efforts, which can hardly be met by mere occasional agreements that
engage identities that do not recognize a more fundamental unity with their counterparts.
However, cultures and cultural traditions remain and prevent any form of unique thinking, i.e.,
of ideological discourse, to be accepted as equally valid for all, even if using scientific arguments. The
notion of sustainable development, for instance, encompasses profound contradictions thast are
perceived and faced differently by distinct cultures. For instance, valuing intangible heritage more
than sites or monuments is not a universal choice, and while death penalty for criminal polluters
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would be well accepted in some traditions (focused primarily on common good), it would not be
welcome in others (focused on individual rights). A similar complex debate occurs concerning energy
supply: What should be the planet’s short to middle term strategy concerning fossil resources?
Such complex and dividing debates often find better grounds for rational argumentation in low
demographic density territories, since despite their distance to main centers and their limited
academically qualified human capital, their populations are often closely involved in integrated
traditions that allow for a global understanding of phenomena [20]. These territories, often with a
higher density of surviving heritage remains, may have better conditions to experiment potential
transformative new strategies than larger cities, which need either to continuously fully renovate
(destroying heritage) or collapse.
Culturally integrated management of these territories, making full use of heritage as an
invariant, is therefore a major driver for transformative practices, which may later be disseminated,
should they happen to be sustainable or not. Moreover, ageing and the loss of certain age clusters,
while disrupting intergeneration continuity, also fosters the emergence of new syncretic human
identities, built on the remaining diversity, a process which is almost impossible to occur in large
urban areas in a short time. The management of geological heritage (geoheritage) becomes, in this
context, of primeval relevance.
4. Bridging Heritage and Economics
The geoheritage concept began to be used in the 1990s and is associated with the question of
geodiversity conservation/protection. It includes the multiple aspects of geosphere: particular rocks
and minerals, fossils, geological formations, tectonic activities, rare geomorphological aspects, etc. In
the last twenty years, many geosites have been classified, both nationally and internationally. Some
of these are quite specific and require a fairly high level of scientific knowledge, such as the wonderful
geology of Monte Gallo—Sicily [21]. This is why proper disclosure and management is necessary
[22].
Geological process and the resulting landscapes are considered integral parts of the ecosystems
and may be approached in the same way biodiversity is, as recognized since the Rio de Janeiro 1992
summit.
The slow geological path is lately altered by human evolution. Indeed, through the Quaternary
geological period (last 2.58 million years), geological processes and human activities became
growingly interconnected. While the Quaternary geological phenomena (particularly glaciations,
volcanism, or neotectonics) have conditioned human evolution, also, anthropic activity generated
changes in the biosphere and the geosphere [23]. It is in this context that the term Anthropocene
started to be used, even if temporal limits are still under discussion, including the proposal to
coincide with the Quaternary (which would be a way of resuming the abandoned concept of
Anthropozoic), to the identification of different human transformative processes, such as the dawn
of agriculture, the industrial revolution, or the year 1950 [24]. While from a long‐term geological
perspective the debate may be unsolvable, both from the perspective of heritage and archaeological
and anthropological studies, only the first option, making the Quaternary coincide with the
Anthropocene, seems pertinent, allowing for the assessment of a longer period that encompasses the
multiple variations of human adaptive strategies and their sustainability. Human adaptations to
different physical phenomena, global meteorological patterns, and oscillations in global sea level, as
well as our understanding of how natural resources have been used in the past, provide us with key‐
entries to reading socio‐cultural processes and the resilience of human populations. In this context,
the geological heritage and anthropic dimension overlap to constitute a single heritage, albeit with
its different specificities, as the use of flint, for example, exemplifies, from the lower Paleolithic
communities to its present use in new technologies for contemporary economies.
Such an understanding of the heritage dimension of geological features has, besides its
educational and technological implications, major relevance for tourism too. International tourist
arrivals grew by a remarkable 7% in 2017, to reach a total of 1322 million, according to the latest
UNWTO World Tourism Barometer. This strong momentum is expected to continue in 2018 at a rate
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of 4–5%, as shown by the report of UNWTO [25]. The touristic system creates links between offer–
demand operators. Each touristic system becomes more dynamic and generates more profits when
the cultural assets are integrated in tourist activities. Thus, the management share is the key for the
good work of all the territorial agents [26]. While tourism sells natural and cultural products rooted
in heritage and contemporary creativity, the adaptation of several mechanisms for safeguarding
natural and cultural heritage is necessary, as UNESCO stresses. The geotourism product is complex,
special, and demanding, in terms of its global shared management, from preservation to the
responsibility for the final results, including investments, revenues, and profits. Geotourism is part
of cultural tourism, and in Portugal one can access the “Geological Heritage of Portugal” website and
discover many possibilities to geo‐sites virtual visitation and real tours planning [27]. The value
assigned to geological heritage is a cultural value, which generates cultural landscapes, i.e., places
with vocation for welcoming visitors. As written by A. Chen et al. [28], the extensive and close
relationship between tourism and geology is not limited to natural landscapes, because geological
contents are also found in many research topics of cultural landscapes. For example, the selection and
processing of varied stone materials used in some historical buildings, commemorative archways,
monuments, towers, and columns, as well as landscaping pavilions, bridges, corridors, and gardens
depended on outcrops, geological conditions, and physical and chemical properties of different rocks,
and was therefore closely related to technological petrology and engineering geology of applied
geology; besides, in the vicissitudes of thousands of years, some cultural relics and historical sites
recorded and stored the traces of some geological processes, bearing witness to crustal movements
and geological processes.
The tourist can see and learn «in situ» the entire described universe and interact with the
landscape, making a contribution to the conservation of all these places [29]. This is the best
integration that tourism and scientific geology can allow for: a better relationship between people
and nature, with economics being a component of the process.
5. New Tools for New Challenges
In the context of global challenges related to sustainability, conservation is a key‐word.
Geoconservation is related to new social responsibility towards the use of Earth resources, namely,
the geological elements with exceptional scientific, educational, touristic, or cultural value—
geological heritage [30]. Different countries and/or regions around the world, by displaying very
different social conditions, legislation, and history linked to nature management, may take care or
not of their geological heritage [31]. Geoparks are a relevant and innovative tool with which to face
these challenges.
The European Geoparks Network (EGN) was an informal structure founded in 2000 that aims
to establish a collaborative network to promote the protection of the European geological heritage
through geoparks [32]. Geoparks are living, working landscapes with exceptional geological heritage
in which science and local communities engage in a mutually beneficial way [33]. They represent
innovative ways to foster economic sustainable development of local communities through the
promotion of geotourism and education.
The EGN experienced remarkable success, which led to the establishment of a “Global Network
of National Geological Parks (Geoparks) seeking UNESCO’s assistance” [32] then to the Global
Geoparks Network (GGN), constituted in 2004 under the auspices of UNESCO [34]; and, finally, to
the UNESCO Global Geoparks approved in 2015 within the International Geoscience and Geoparks
Programme [35].
At present, there are 140 UNESCO Global Geoparks distributed by 38 countries in all continents
(Figure 1). By connecting nature conservation, land‐use planning, and sustainable development of
local communities, geoparks represent a sustainable strategy for the development of territories
displaying exceptional geological heritage that can be adapted to the cultural context, as well as to
different social and economic contexts [36]. As bottom‐up initiatives that require community
involvement and the need to work across other disciplines besides earth sciences, geoparks model
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can inspire other strategies for targeted local projects with global impact, thus meeting the current
challenges of building bridges between global thinking and local actions [37].

Figure 1. Worldwide distribution of the 140 UNESCO Global Geoparks as of April 2018 [38].

6. Conclusions
While most public policies are oriented towards the cities and areas of major economic
intensification and interaction, most territories remain with low demographic densities. To a large
extent, and despite human uneven distribution and growing concentration, global sustainability will
be challenged and to a large extent decided in these territories, which experience unequal access to
acceptable standards of quality and growing economic, social, and environmental stress, in terms of
employment, entrepreneurial opportunities, logistics, or cultural experiments. Countries also
experience global consequences of this lack of attention: extensive fires in the summer with severe
socioeconomic and environmental consequences; terrorism, smuggling, and even slave routes hiding
in such areas; growing xenophobia and segregationist movements; and weakening of the rule of law
in terms of environment protection.
While infrastructures may exist in many of these non‐megalopolis areas, they proved to be
necessary but insufficient to address problems. Investing in alternative approaches should be the
obvious choice to make, but despite several local experiences, no global reasoning exists. One of the
difficulties resides in the dispersal of humans and a lower level of critical mass in many contexts.
However, most preserved and visitable geological heritage is located precisely in those territories,
and it attracts visitors who predominantly come from the high‐density and high‐critical mass areas.
Geoheritage may, for this reason, be used as not only a reminder of the relevance of diversity for a
sustainable future but as a driver connecting tlarge cities (where most human actions take place) and
low‐density territories (where most geo‐transformations take place), raising awareness through
connecting nature and culture, fostering an understanding of past and present uses of such features,
and creating value through their preservation.
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In the last decade, efforts to recognize the relevance of human agency when discussing
sustainability [3], to implement new models of integrated landscape management [39] to conceive
new processes of fostering global understanding of current challenges [37], to enhance the scope of
sustainability science [40], or to bridge sciences and humanities [18], all move in the same integrative
direction.
The challenges for the low demographic density territories are specific, when compared to major
cities, but they are not different, since current sustainability challenges are global and integrated.
They require, though, specific measures, tailor made, and mechanisms to better integrate them as
parts of a shared matrix. Geoheritage may be a driver for such integration.
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